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the codex are not limited to golarion and are usually divided into three groups
depending on setting: novel worlds - explorers, adventurers, or some other works
which haven't yet been adapted to pathfinder but are all we've gotten so far. core

worlds - basic races, nations, and gods from the core lines of all of the setting's
rpgs. the popular core races from 3.5 are available in both core and novel. other
worlds - everything else. some, like the desert orc are from 3.5, some are from

earlier editions, and others aren't yet from any official setting but are specifically
designed for pathfinder. these are the hardest thing to track down since they are

fairly rare, have no codexes, and sometimes no stats either. it says pathfinder
roleplaying game right in the start (my version doesn't have that, but the pdf with a
watermarked "print", says "lead designer: kevin grace; lead editor: james wallis;" at

the top of the front of the book, so i know that would get changed in the printed
book), and the "playguide" in the front has "special abilities" down in the list of

abilities. the novels are usually organized alphabetically, then by series so you can
browse the worlds by what's canon. the core books are ordered by setting and

separated by campaign setting (which isn't common and kinda weird), and an npc
book specific to a setting is put into a folder for that setting. if you want to check
the settings you are in, go to the index page (linked in the navigation bar). also,

there is no reason why there can't be a different npc codex for each of the settings.
for instance, the core world setting of dark sun may have a different guidelines than
the core world of forgotten realms. the novels and core worlds i'm not super familiar

with, so here's a few examples of what i've found:
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